This paper pertains to the reduction of measurement errors due to drift in rate gyros used for tracking the position of moving vehicles. In these applications, gyros and odometry are often used to augment GPS when GPS reception is unavailable. Drift in gyros causes the unbounded growth of errors in the estimation of heading, rendering low-cost gyros almost entirely useless in applications that require good accuracy for more than just a few seconds or minutes. Our proposed method, called "Heuristic Drift Reduction" (HDR), applies a unique closed-loop control system approach to estimate drift in real-time and remove the estimated drift instantaneously from the gyro reading. The paper presents results of experiments, in which a gyro-equipped car was driven hundreds of miles on highways, rural roads, and city streets. HDR reduced the average heading error over all of these drives by one order of magnitude.
INTRODUCTION
For almost all outdoor land navigation tasks, GPS is the obvious sensor of choice. However, it is well known that dense tree coverage or so-called "urban canyons" can occlude satellite signals. In military applications intentional jamming of GPS radio signals is also a concern. For these reasons, additional sensor modalities, such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) should be integrated with GPS to offer position estimates when GPS is unavailable 1 . Indoors or underground, GPS is unavailable altogether, making good inertial sensing even more critical for vehicle tracking applications.
In this paper we propose an innovative method for improving the accuracy of gyro-based heading estimation. For simplicity, we assumed that the vehicle is moving on near-horizontal terrain for most of the time and therefore we used a single one-axis gyro to measure the yaw-rate, from which relative changes in heading can be computed. Of course, the proposed method can be applied to 6-axis IMUs, just as well.
The output of a gyro is rate-of-turn, ω. In vehicle tracking applications, one is usually interested in heading, which can be computed from ω by integrating the output signal numerically. The numeric integration has a tendency to cause errors due to "bias instability," more commonly referred to as "drift." Drift is produced when small, slow-changing deviations from the correct signal are integrated with respect to time. The highly undesirable result of drift is that the error of the computed output-relative heading-increases continuously and without bound.
Gyros are also sensitive to changes in temperature, which incur slow-changing deviations, just like drift does. Our proposed drift reduction method counteracts all slow-changing errors regardless of whether they were caused by the physical phenomena of drift or temperature sensitivity. For that reason, throughout this paper, we lump all slowchanging error sources together and call them collectively "drift."
Yet another source of errors in computing heading is high-frequency noise in the gyro's output signal. The accumulated error due to the integration of this signal is called "Angle Random Walk" (ARW). However, in the computation of heading from the gyro's rate of turn measurements, errors due to ARW are relatively small, since the ARW's average is about zero. Before explaining our proposed drift reduction method in detail in Section 2, we discuss here briefly several others approaches. The most common method for reducing the effects of gyro drift is to integrate data from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and GPS 2, 3, 4 . Another method integrates data from a magnetic compass as well 5 . The main drawback of these approaches is that they require GPS and/or magnetometer data, which are not available all the time. Basnayake et al. 1 proposed a method that makes use of available maps and uses map matching techniques for further enhancement. Some other methods have been proposed that try to improve accuracy by finding a mathematical model for bias errors 6, 7 . However, these techniques have limited applicability and can only estimate the deterministic part, if any, of the bias drift.
Our proposed method, called "Heuristic Drift Reduction" (HDR), exploits the fact that streets, roads, and highways are man-made and straight over significant portions. This is particularly true in downtown areas where Urban Canyons are a major source of GPS outages.
At any moment, the HDR method estimates the likelihood that the vehicle is driving along a straight line. If that likelihood is high, HDR applies a correction to the gyro output that would result in a reduction of drift if indeed the vehicle was driving along a straight line. If HDR assesses that the vehicle is not traveling straight, then it does nothing. This way, and on an abstract level, HDR uses landmarks (i.e., man-made straight-line features), but there is no requirement that the location of these landmarks be known in advance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the basic HDR method in the context of ideal conditions. Section 4 discusses how real conditions differ from ideal conditions, and provides several enhancements to the HDR algorithm to help cope with real conditions. Section 5 shows experimental results obtained with HDR applied to a gyro in a vehicle tracking system. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
HEURISTIC DRIFT REDUCTION
Suppose a vehicle is driving straight forward. Moving straight forward, the output of the gyro should be exactly zero throughout the trip. However, due to drift the actual output is off by some small value, ε. Suppose further that we divided the total travel distance into one-second intervals. Due to the drift error ε, in each interval the rate of rotation computed based on the gyro measurements is thus
where ω raw,i -Rate of rotation measurement. This is the direct output of the gyro. ω true,i -True rate of rotation. In reality ω true is not known, but in our idealized straight-line example ω true = 0. ε 0 -Static bias drift, measured immediately prior to a drive.
-Drift (i.e., bias instability).
Immediately prior to each drive and with the gyro held completely motionless, the static bias drift ε 0 is measured by averaging T bias = 30 seconds worth of gyro output. The value for T bias depends on the quality of the gyro and can be estimated by using the Allan Variance analysis 8 . T bias is also called "bias time."
During the drive, ε 0 is subtracted from every reading of ω raw,i :
Then, the new heading ψ i is computed
where
. Throughout this paper, T i = 1 sec.
THE BASIC HEURISTIC ASSUMPTION
During straight-line travel, if ε d,i is positive, then the perceived change of heading in this interval is counterclockwise (we will call this a "left turn," for simplicity) and if ε d,i is negative, then the perceived change of heading is clockwise or a "right turn."
It is unpredictable whether ε d will be positive or negative and ε d may change signs during a drive. However, if ε d changed signs very often during a drive, then drift errors will partially cancel each other out and the overall error is less severe. Our greater concern is thus for cases where ε d keeps the same sign for prolonged periods of time and thereby accrues heading errors in the same direction. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in the remainder of this section that ε d keeps the same sign throughout the drive. In practice, however, this is not a necessary requirement for the HDR algorithm and ε d may change signs. If ε d keeps the same sign throughout the drive, then in each interval T i the heading error will have the same direction regardless of the unpredictable and ever-changing value of ε d .
For a straight-line drive of 1,000 seconds and assuming ε d is positive, there are 1,000 intervals, in which the vehicle tracking system erroneously perceived that it had turned left (due to the positive drift assumed in this example), and zero intervals, in which it erroneously perceived it had turned right. Noise in the gyro output can blur this sharp ratio somewhat, but as long as the average of the noise is zero there will still be a significantly larger count of perceived left turns than right turns. Moreover, once the absolute drift value exceeds the magnitude of the noise, noise will no longer have any influence on the left turn/right turn count. More importantly, even a sharp turn will affect this counting scheme only briefly, namely for the duration of the turn. Once the turn is over, there will again be many more perceived left turns, due to the positive drift.
Next we will introduce a practical method that can effectively estimate the magnitude of drift based on the proceeding observations.
The basic HDR algorithm
In order to explain the basic HDR algorithm, we continue to make the simplifying assumption that when a vehicle drives, it moves along straight lines-at least some of the time. In a later section we will introduce enhancements to the basic HDR method that allow us to drop the simplifying assumption of this section and deal effectively with all realistic conditions. The basic HDR algorithm functions essentially like a closedloop control system. This is different from most other measuring systems, where signals pass from the sensor to the instrument's output in open-loop fashion. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the closed-loop control system implemented in the HDR algorithm.
Our above-stated simplifying assumption means that ω true = 0 is correct at least some of the time. When ω true = 0, then the only output from the gyro (after subtracting the static bias drift ε 0 ) is ε d . For our closed-loop control system, ε d is a disturbance. Because of the I-controller, and provided the control parameters are properly chosen, the control signal I will track (but with an opposite sign) slow changes of ε d with no offset. That is, I ≅ -ε d under ideal conditions.
The ideal condition ω true = 0 is, of course, rarely met. Indeed, ω true can briefly be orders of magnitude larger that ε d , for example, when the vehicle takes a turn. In that case a conventional I-controller does not work well, since it would respond strongly to large values of |ω true |, thereby overwhelming the integrator in the I-controller. To avoid this pitfall, the I-controller should be insensitive to the magnitude of the error signal E. This can be achieved by treating the error signal E as a binary signal that can have only one of two values: positive or negative. This way, the integrator I reflects the difference between the numbers of perceived left and right turns, as explained in the proceeding section.
For the implementation of the algorithm we should note that since the setpoint ω set is permanently set to zero, the following is true: 
If I ≅ -ε d , as we assume for now to be the case under ideal conditions, in steady state, and because of the closed loop control system, then by substituting
This result is desirable, since the unknown drift is removed.
REALISTIC CONDITIONS
In order to explain the basic HDR algorithm we assumed that much of the driving was along perfectly straight lines. During ideal straight-line motion, any perceived right or left turn is indeed the result of drift. In reality, however, vehicles don't drive exactly straight. In Section 4.1 we discuss typical detractions from ideal straight-line driving, such as swaying, curving, and turning. Then, in Section 4.2, we present enhancements to the basic HDR algorithm, aimed at counteracting these detractions.
4.1
Detractions from ideal straight-line motion 4.1.1 Swaying We call motion that is intended to be straight but is not entirely straight "swaying." Swaying is the result of minute steering corrections that a human driver performs intuitively in order to stay near the center of a traffic lane. An example for swaying is shown in Figure 2 . Errors due to swaying can be reduced significantly by low-pass filtering, as will be explained in Section 4.2.1.
4.1.2
Curving Curving is the motion along an extended arc. This motion is potentially the least favorable one for the HDR method. That is because extended driving along an arc with a very large radius will be perceived continuously as a turn in the same direction and counteracted just like drift. In the worst case, if the arc curves, say, to the left, while the actual drift is to the right, then the HDR algorithm will try to counteract the perceived left turns and increase I, thereby actually increasing the error caused by drift alone. This is a particular concern with minor roads that follow natural terrain and consist mainly of curving segments. In those cases, the basic HDR will not work well. Being aware of this limitation, we developed a method for detecting curving motion. This method, described in detail in Section 4.2.3, gradually reduce the effect of HDR as long as the curving motion persists, so as to avoid the introduction of greater errors. The effectiveness of this measure will become apparent in the "Suburbs" experiment listed in Section 5. In that experiment we intentionally drove along a route that comprised mostly of the curving streets found in many typical suburban subdivisions in the United States. Even then HDR reduced heading errors by a factor of 3.4 (see Section 5). This improvement was possible because even curving roads have short straight-line sections, and HDR tracks drift whenever the vehicle is on a straight line section.
4.1.3
Turning Turning is a sharp but short change of direction. Examples are street corners or intersections of rural roads. Turns are easily identified because the gyro measures much larger rates of rotation during turning than what can be expected as a result from drift. Thus, a simple test can be performed in software: if |ω| is larger than some threshold, then the vehicle is turning and Eq. 4 can be skipped altogether.
Refinements to the basic HDR algorithm
In this section we discuss several enhancements to the basic HDR algorithm. Together, these enhancements overcome the two main challenges for the HDR method under real conditions: swaying and curving.
4.2.1
Low-pass filter Passing raw gyro readings through a low-pass filter is normally not necessary for estimating heading, since the act of integrating the measured rate-of-turn to estimate heading acts by itself as a low-pass filter. However, in the HDR system a low-pass filter for smoothing the noisy gyro signal has a dramatic effect, since HDR acts on each individual gyro reading prior to the numeric integration. The low-pass filter is implemented in software
-Low-pass filtered rate of turn τ -Low-pass filter time constant
4.2.2
Turn switch Another enhancement to the basic HDR system, albeit a trivial one, is what we call the "Turn Switch." When the vehicle takes a sharp turn, then the absolute value of the gyro-measured rate of turn, |ω'|, spikes up to values that can be one or two orders of magnitude larger than any change in |ω'| due to drift. To prevent large rates of turn from affecting the Integrator I, a simple binary threshold can be used to distinguish between large |ω'| due to turning and small |ω'| that might be due to drift. If a reading of |ω'| exceeds that threshold, then the algorithm reduces the value of i c to zero, for as long as |ω'| remains above the threshold. This measure effectively suspends the HDR algorithm, since HDR keeps incrementing I by zero until the condition is resolved. By doing so, HDR prevents itself from modifying I in response to signals that are caused by true turning, not by drift.
Swaying
Curving Turning Figure 2 : Three types of non-straight motion: swaying, curving, and turning.
4.2.3
Repetition attenuator While sharp turns are easy to identify and handle by the Turn Switch, a challenge for the HDR algorithm is the difficulty of distinguishing between the effect of curving (e.g., driving along a slightly curved road) and drift. To address this problem, we make use of the observation that straight-line motion, where -I properly tracks drift, and curving, which misleads the HDR algorithm, can be distinguished by looking at the number of time intervals during which ω retains its sign. This is because at steady state, during straight line travel, ω tends to oscillate about zero as -I oscillates about drift. In contrast, during curving, ω retains its sign, because -I chases ω.
With that distinguishing characteristic in mind, we can now implement the third enhancement for the HDR algorithm: the Repetition Attenuator, R. The task of R is to gradually reduce the value of the increment i c , for every interval in which the sign of ω remained unchanged. For that, we first define a repetition counter, r. r is incremented by '1' for every iteration, in which the sign of ω i-1 remains unchanged from that of ω i-2 (note that since r i is used to compute ω i we have to go back two iterations, to ω i-2 , to see if the sign has changed).
Then, the original increment i c is reduced in some inverse proportion to r. In our system we created this inverse proportion by this function: 
where c 1 -Repetition Attenuator constant c 2 -Repetition Attenuator power Equation (10) allows the shaping of an attenuation curve by adjusting the parameters c 1 and c 2 . A more detailed discussion of the repetition attenuator enhancement, as well as a detailed description of the combined implementation of all three enhancements is given in our journal paper 9 .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of HDR for vehicle tracking, we mounted a single-axis rate gyro on the floor of a small sports utility vehicle (SUV), a Subaru Forester. The gyro is the CRS03-04 made by Silicon Sensing 10 , shown in Figure 3 . Table I lists some of the key specification for the CRS03-04. In all experiments we sampled the gyro data at a rate of 10 Hz, while driving. Simultaneously we logged GPS data to serve as ground truth. Since the GPS data was sampled at 1 Hz, we down-sampled the Gyro data to 1 Hz by averaging every 10 samples 
Consequently, all experimental results in this paper were obtained from computations performed on the basis of a sampling time of T = 1 sec. 
A typical drive experiment
The nominal route of a typical drive experiment with HDR is depicted in Figure 4. This drive, called the "Mixed Drive," comprised of 8 km of rural roads (from 'Start' to 'A'), 11.5 km of highway (from 'A' to 'B'), and 3.75 km of city streets (from 'B' to 'Stop"). The route was purposefully designed to include stretches of highway that are curving, not just straight segments. The total route was 23.6 km long and took ~20 minutes to drive. Figure 5 shows a plot of heading versus time for the Mixed Drive experiment. The thick blue curve represents ground truth heading computed from GPS data. Because of the variance of the GPS updates, heading estimation at slow speeds was often very noisy. Whenever that was the case, we smoothed the noisy GPS data manually. The dotted, red curve shows heading as estimated from uncorrected gyro data, while the thin green curve shows heading estimated with HDR-corrected data. Note how closely the HDR-corrected curve follows the ground truth data. Quantitative results for this drive and others are given in the following section.
Multiple drive experiments
It is quite easy to adjust the tunable parameters of the HDR algorithm so as to provide excellent performance for a single, specific drive experiment, in postprocessing. In practice, however, parameters tuned for optimal performance in one experiment will almost certainly not produce optimal performance in another one. The only practical way for tuning parameters is to collect data from a large number of experiments and observe how a single set of parameters performs when applied to all available data sets. Parameters tuned this way will not provide optimal performance for any individual experimental drive, but they are far more likely to produce acceptable results with any future drive in a production vehicle tracking system, where re-tuning the parameters is out of the question. One condition for this to be true is that the so-called "training" data sets be based on a wide range of different drive conditions. With these considerations in mind, we performed nine different drive experiments under a wide range of driving conditions. Specifically, the drives included highways, rural roads, and city streets, and they varied between 13 and 52 minutes in duration and between 11 
5.2.1
The average heading error (E ψ ) This metrics is useful for judging the accuracy achieved in a single drive. In order to compute E ψ we first computed the momentary heading error by comparing the gyro-derived estimated heading with the GPS-derived ground truth heading in each sampling interval (i.e., once every second). Then, the averaging of all momentary heading errors yields the Average Heading Error:
where E ψ -Average Heading Error in degrees. i -Index for the interval number within each drive. n -Total number of samples in the drive (the effective sampling frequency was 1 Hz). ψ i,Gyro -Gyro-derived heading in interval i, in degrees. ψ i,GPS -GPS-derived heading in interval i, in degrees.
5.2.2
The normalized average heading error (NE ψ ) Since heading errors due to drift can increase without bound, one can expect to see only small momentary heading errors shortly after starting a drive, and increasingly larger momentary heading errors later into the drive. Consequently, one can expect the Average Heading Error to be smaller for short-duration drives and larger for long-duration drives. In order to be able to compare the performance between short and long drives, we define a second metrics, the Normalized Average Heading Error per minute of travel time, NE ψ , which is useful for comparing the accuracy achieved in multiple drives of different durations. NE ψ is measured in degrees per minute.
where T d -duration of the drive in minutes. Table II lists relevant details and results for all nine drives. A graphical representation of these results is shown in Figure 6 . For each drive we specify both E ψ and NE ψ . We should emphasize that a single set of parameters was used for all drives, and all results of Table II and Figure 6 were obtained with that fixed set of parameters. These parameters and their values are listed in Table III .
Discussion
Several issues related to the cited results deserve further discussion: 1. It is quite apparent that some of the uncorrected heading errors are substantially larger in some drives than in others.
In particular, the Highway 1 drive has an uncorrected error of 184°, much more than what on might expect due to drift alone. To understand these large differences, one should consider the following additional error sources, each of which can cause errors many times larger than bias drift alone. a. Some of the drives were performed at near-freezing outdoor temperatures. The static bias drift was measured shortly after the test vehicle was driven out of a garage, where the interior temperature was on the order of 5-10°C (41-50°F). Then, during the drive, the interior temperature of the vehicle was increased to room temperature, for driver comfort. This large change in temperature has a profound effect on drift, which may be much larger than the manufacturer-specified nominal bias drift rate.
b. Even small changes in the way the static bias drift is measured before a drive can have profound effects on heading errors, especially on long drives. For example, in the Highway Mix drive, we measured a static bias drift of ε 0,1 = 1.432°/sec and the average heading error, according to Table II , was E ψ = 32°. Had we measured a slightly different static bias drift, say, ε 0,2 = 1.446°/sec (which differs from ε 0,1 by just 1%), then that would have yielded E ψ = 11° in the same drive. Variations on the order of 1% or larger in measuring ε 0 are indeed possible. For example:
• when the static bias drift test is done for less than the recommended amount of time;
• due to the gyro not being perfectly level during the static bias test (MEMS gyros are sensitive to acceleration, e.g., gravitation); or • due to changes in temperature during the static bias test. 2. The Highway 1 Drive has an exceptionally strong Relative HDR Improvement score of 29-fold. That is almost three times higher than the next-best score of 10.2-fold for the Rural 2 Drive. This possible exception inflates the Average Relative HDR Improvement to 9.1-fold (bottom right cell in Table II ). If we exclude the Highway 1 Drive from the overall average, then that revised Average Relative HDR Improvement would be reduced from 9.2-fold with a standard deviation of 75 . 7 = σ ) to 6.6-fold with a standard deviation of 35
. However, we do not see any compelling reason for actually excluding this drive. The uncorrected heading error, while large, is not much greater than that of other drives when normalized (i.e., divided by the duration of the drive), as is apparent from Figure 6b . 
*Note: This is the Mixed Drive experiment that was described in more detail in Section 5.1.
5.2.3
Test set The tunable parameters of the HDR algorithm were painstakingly hand-tuned to minimize the bottom line in Table II , and specifically the Average of all Normalized Average Heading Errors ( ψ E N = 0.28°). This is particularly apparent in Table III , which shows that some of the parameters were tuned with the precision of three significant digits. This raises the question of how well the algorithm would perform with additional drives, for which the parameters were not specifically tuned. To answer this question, we performed another set of five drives and applied the HDR algorithm to those drives with the exact same parameter values as those of Table III. In the Test Set drives HDR provides a 6.9-fold improvement ( 44
) over uncorrected heading estimates.
Animation Video
For illustration purposes only, we include a video animation that shows the trajectory of a 50-mile highway drive as computed with HDR. This particular experiment was not part of the set of experiments described up to this point. In this experiment we used a different gyro, namely, the Z-axis gyro of a low-cost six-axis IMU made by Memsense 11 . This gyro has similar performance characteristics as the CRS03-04 single-axis rate gyro that was used in all other experiments of Section 5. The HDR parameters used in this experiment were different from those of Table III and they were tuned for best performance in this experiment. The nominal path is shown in cyan color in the figure labeled "Video 1," and the HDR-computed trajectory is shown in the video clip as a faint red line.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed the HDR method for reducing errors due to gyro drift in vehicle tracking applications. The basic heuristic is that much driving is done along reasonably straight lines. Whenever that is the case, the closed-loop control approach in our system leads the controller output, -I, to track the drift. Subtracting I from the gyro-measured rate of turn data then effectively removes the estimated drift.
Although in simulations HDR virtually eliminates the effects of drift (in real runs one cannot measure drift, thus making it impossible to prove or disprove this claim for real runs) some errors remain, due to two reasons: 1. The basic HDR algorithm cannot distinguish well between drift and actual curving motion. To reduce this undesirable behavior, we introduced enhancements: the Low-pass Filter, the Turn Switch, and the Repetition Attenuator. With these enhancements the HDR algorithm effectively suspends its operation for as long as the actual curving motion continues. Then, when straight line motion resumes, HDR corrections resume and -I resumes its tracking of drift. Heading errors due to drift while HDR was suspended cannot be recovered and they are the main contributor to errors in the HDR system. 2. Even during straight-line motion, there is always a residual offset between -I and drift because drift never reaches steady state. This residual offset incurs heading errors that cannot be recovered. Despite the errors that HDR introduces, its corrective effect outweighs its errors by a wide margin, as is apparent from the experimental results. For the gyro used in our vehicle tracking system, HDR reduced heading errors by a factor of 9.2 for the Training Set and a factor of 6.9 in the Test Set.
Other advantages of the HDR method are • The HDR method can be implemented in software only, in as little as 20 or so lines of code, and, besides the gyro, no additional sensors or data are needed.
• Another, potentially major advantage that we did not address in this paper is the fact that HDR can eliminate the need for measuring static bias drift for 20-30 seconds before each drive. In informal testing we found that just one second of measured static bias drift, e.g., the time between turning the ignition key and starting to drive, is sufficient for an HDR system to produce very usable results with errors just slightly larger than those reported in this paper.
